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etreat from the world to
an elegant Sapphire High
home with year-round
views of the brilliant Blue
Ridge Mountains. Secluded and
private, the focus on detail is evident
with its open floor plan and only the
highest quality furnishings and custom finishes. Created with a rustic
Italian influence, the decor features
contrasting elements, such as Mediterranean textiles against natural
rough surfaces, to create a dramatic
design impact. The heart pine wood
flooring, trim, and crown molding
throughout the home exhibits a high
level of fine artistry. Experience gracious living from the stained-glass
front door to the expansive 100 feet
of decking with a screened-in porch
that frames the panoramic mountain
views. The commanding floor-toceiling stone fireplace, copper-lined
log nook, vaulted ceilings, and oriental area rugs add drama to the great

room designed for lasting family
memories. The main level creates a
dynamic flow between the living,
dining, and kitchen areas to accommodate large family gatherings while
offering a den and glass-enclosed
porch for moments of reflection. The
well-appointed kitchen is a chef’s
dream where one can enjoy a glass
of wine and savor the aromas in a
sensorial dreamland. Adjacent to
the kitchen is an exceptionally large
open-aired pantry, mudroom, and
pet area. The sun-drenched color
scheme helps to create a warm, welcoming environment with an understated elegance throughout every
room. Relax in the sauna or immerse
yourself in the master bath adorned
with Italian tiles and equipped with
a jetted air tub surrounded by captivating views of nature. The upper
level boasts two additional master
suites with custom walk-in closets, a
loft, and views of the mountains beyond. The Tuscan-style wine tasting
cellar, retro guest apartment, and
woodshop are the epitome of luxury
mountain living.

For more information, visit
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